Identification of novel effectors of invasive cell growth downstream of phosphoinositide 3-kinase.
Conventional approaches to identifying cancer targets are complicated by the chromosomal instability of tumour cells, and typically result in a large number of differentially expressed candidate genes with uncertain disease relevance. Here we present a novel approach which aims to elucidate the molecular changes that are induced after loss of tumour suppressor function. Using gene silencing tools, we mimic the loss of tumour suppressor function to identify key regulators of tumour initiation and progression. Loss of function of the tumour suppressor PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homologue deleted on chromosome 10) correlates with increased invasive cell growth due to the resulting chronic activation of the PI 3-kinase (phosphoinositide 3-kinase) pathway. Induced activation of PI 3-kinase either by inhibiting PTEN expression or by using p110*, a constitutively active PI 3-kinase, increased signalling and the invasive growth potential of cells. Using this unbiased approach we have identified novel downstream effectors of PI 3-kinase/PTEN signalling that mediate the behaviour of cells with a hyperactive PI 3-kinase pathway. These molecules represent candidate targets for therapeutic intervention in patients with PTEN-deficient tumours.